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Day 1 February 07 - 08, 2020

23:56 Hrs

President: Okay, we will start with convention-related problems.

Secretary: I know there have been problems related to accommodation. We are trying to
sort out the things. Lots of Zone 2 colleges are helping us. Since it’s a council
hosted convention we have to come up with a solution also. By we I mean us.

President: Okay since no problems, we will move on. We will be having zero hour.

00:00 Hrs

Z304: Can you tell again where to put stickers again for Reuben and how?

President: *Explains*
In any reports that you are submitting on the last paper sheet will be a sticker.

Treasurer: I am going to tell you the proposed marking criteria.
*Announces marking Criteria*
Is everything clear?

President: Any clarification, suggestion or changes? You can tell.

*silence*

President: Everyone is okay? Okay.
If there will be some problem, any colleges who will need volunteers for panelling
will be telling Hardeep Singh Treasurer Designee.

Z303: We were promised the delegation kit.

President: We will give it tomorrow. It’s ready, we will give it to you tomorrow.

Z303: Also, for the food, we have fewer counters. We will need more counters.

President: We will let the innovative group know. Also, the delegates are moving too slow.
Ask them to move fast.

Z612: Our delegates are complaining that lectures are happening in Hindi.

President: We will talk to the tutors about this.

Z403: The special lectures are not clear due to the echo problem.
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President: We have talked to the event organizer about this.

Z214: Can we get a map? The delegates are having problems finding places. The
volunteers are having this map.

President: Okay. If anything is already existing we have no problem helping.

Z613: Some workshops were not allocated. Also, the projectors were not there.

President: Okay we will not let it happen from tomorrow. The volunteers were busy in
registration. The thing was due to transportation.

Secretary: One announcement related to accommodation. Many people were sleeping in
the high street area. This cannot be allowed today. The Carpeted area is being set
looking towards the service roads.

President: Another thing which is very sad that was happening at the main stage is that the
delegates were not happening sitting there. But there must not be such things
happening again.

President: All right then the convention agenda is done handing over to the delegation
committee.

Advisor: Okay we are starting with a collection of the nomination form. What we decided
as an election committee is that once a submission is over its over. We will now be
checking the signatures of everyone. If anyone has not got signatures then
nominations will be opened till tomorrow.

Z1__ : *Intro*

Advisor: This does not have a sign of ZP so we will not be considering it. Any other
nomination for ZP1?

*silence*

Advisor: Okay the post remains open till tomorrow.
Okay, now we will open for ZP2.

Z214: *Intro*

Advisor: Any more nominations for ZP2 of the 63rd council.

Z247: *Intro*
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Advisor: This form does not have ZP2 Parshva Shah’s signature so we will not be accepting
it. We can still take the nomination form of observer college if the Zonal President
signature is present. Here, the signature is not there so we will not accept this form.

President: Ask them if they understood.

Advisor: *Repeats*

Secretary: Since this is a special case, ZP2 is not present in this convention. We discussed with
ZP2 and we will allow the President to nominate and we will provide one day for
that.

Advisor: Okay we will now move to ZP3.

Z301: *Intro*

Advisor: Nomination accepted. Any more nominations for ZP3 of the 63rd Council?

12:28 Hrs

Advisor: Fine, we are closing the nomination. We will now open ZP4 nominations.

Z421: *Intro*

Advisor: Nomination accepted. Any more nominations?
Fine nomination closes.
Now we will open for nominations for ZP5 for the 63rd council.
Is there any nomination?

Z555: *Intro*

Advisor: Nomination not accepted. Fine, we are still open for it.
We will now open for nomination for ZP6.

Advisor: Since we clearly mentioned before that the president will be signing. And since
the signature is not there we are not accepting it.

Advisor: Again there is no signature so the form is not accepted. Any more nominations?
Fine, we are still open to it.
We will now move on to PR.

Z112: *Intro*

Advisor: This form does not consist of signatures of any EC or ZC so not accepted.
The post is still open.
Okay, we will now move on to the post of VP for the 63rd council.
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Z520: *Intro*

Advisor: Any more nominations for the post of national Vice President?

*Silence*

Advisor: No more nominations? The nominations are closed.

Advisor: Okay we will move to the post of National President for the 63rd council.
Any nominations for the post of President for 63rd-year council.

Advisor: Fine. The post is still open till tomorrow.
Okay, nominations closed will open only in the next GBM.
Okay, the posts with only one nomination will be thoroughly scrutinized and we will
put forward our points. Then we will cross verify.
Any doubt?
You can ask doubts even if you are not standing.

Secretary: So, how many of you have put up queries on the website?

*Raise of hands*

Secretary: And how many have gone through the forms?

*Raise of hands*

President: All the forms?

Secretary: Yes. All the forms.

Advisor: Yes it is very sad that only one has asked doubts.

Does anyone have any doubts?

We do not want you disturbing us during trophy registrations and panelling.

12:42 Hrs End of Day 1
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Day 2 February 08 - 09, 2020

01:13 Hrs

*Attendance*

Secretary: 186 colleges out of 211 are here for GBM
The quorum to proceed with the meeting is fulfilled.

President: Which one would you like to hear first, MSL or LBC?
You didn't say it clearly, so LBC?

General Council: MSL

President: MSL

Treasurer: There are 5 shortlisted entries in LBC and they are not in specific order.
Panels 14, 27, 05, 15, 07
Congratulations to all.

President: Unit Secretaries come fast whose panels are mentioned above Panels - 04, 27, 05,
15, 0.
Unit Secretaries come forward.
Come to the front we have to discuss it.
Panels - 05, 15 for LBC.

Public Relations: Now we will come for MSL.
(Shortlisted Ones)

MSL - 06, 09, 16, 22, 43, 45, 50, 51, 53, 64, 79, 89, 93, 94, 105, 110, 111, 120

Vice President: Second Stage for Ethos and ID, and MSL at 9:30 AM, will happen tomorrow at the
Mini Auditorium.
Ethos, MSL, ID all have been announced.

President: You guys want to know ANDC Shortlisting?

Vice President: 10:30 AM, LIK, HUDCO shortlisted entries will be announced there.
MSL, LIK, HUDCO will be announced tomorrow morning.

President: How many Unit Secretaries are united for the Election session, Good to see the
environment.

President: I request Shivani Ahuja, ANDC Co-ordinator to announce shortlisted entries.
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ANDC: SDPS-COA 159 SDPS-COA 403
SDPS-COA 037 SDPS-COA 109
SDPS-COA 158 SDPS-COA 228
SDPS-COA 497 SDPS-COA 014
SDPS-COA 264 SDPS-COA 034
SDPS-COA 430 SDPS-COA 380
SDPS-COA 491 SDPS-COA 012
SDPS-COA 426 SDPS-COA 490
SDPS-COA 036 SDPS-COA 303
SDPS-COA 482 SDPS-COA 063
SDPS-COA 187 SDPS-COA 487
SDPS-COA 361 SDPS-COA 045

President: Congratulations to all.

ANDC: Congratulations to all.

01:30 Hrs

President: Tomorrow we have a lot of panel discussions
LIK Shortlisting at 10:30 AM
LIK Post Jury
Carbon FootPrint on Sustainability.
G-SEN Moderator and Juror and then there will be a movie screening at speakers

corner.
HUDCO POst Jury at 10:30 AM followed by Eco-Friendly Sustainability talk by
Gaurav Shorey.
A panel of 3-4 people please try to maintain a good quorum there.
Any issues and queries you want to put, therefore we can move forward,
Convention related issues?

Z122: When will Writing Architecture shortlisting be announced?

President: It will be announced before the keynote.

President: Did your units maintain the decorum?

Z116: Since there was a lot of time in Reubens, why not allot time slots?

President: Something about panelling and registration.

Z116: We were in line for 2:30 hrs.

President: Because that will take more time.
Time slots may take more time and if some college is not ready at their given
time slot then it will be very difficult to maintain the decorum.
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Secretary: When time slots are allocated then people who came late for registration, they
automatically have to wait, that's why it doesn't work.

President: If you have any better suggestions please tell, we will take it forward.
No other Queries.
Please pass on the mic.

Z158: During the Rubens panelling, there were three different no’s in my panel codes,
they weren’t put properly, because of that I have to wait.

President: Because for panelling only HQ Volunteers are allowed, so because of line people,
this is the case in the few panels that old stickers were kept in completely intact.
Does anyone want to play a song until everyone is awake?

Treasurer: How many faced table pin issues on the panel.
This is what happens when you don't remove the pins, whenever you go for a pin
down. Please remove all the pins properly.
Is there any college who got all the documents properly, Trophy, College and
main registration?

Public Relation: How many of you know how to fill a google form, whatever you fill in the
transportation form was wrong, one small thing you had to do, gives it time.
Because it creates a lot of mess and also your faculty transportation will only be
in the morning and evening.
Please clarify to them that breakfast and dinner will be provided here only.

President: Pass the mike.

Z535: Can you do something about hygiene in the food court?

President: No, actually the quality was focused, Innovative film city team.

Z521: The water supply in boys' accommodation was cut.

President: Was it brought to the attention of the accommodation head.

President: Who wanted jain food(colleges).

Public Relation: Only four of them, how many delegates were there? 6 of them and only 2 of them
collected, please tell them to collect, its really bad, when food is coming from
outside.

President: This is not a complaint, we appreciate your understanding, please fill google form
properly from tomorrow for transportation. Because only you guys will face
the problem because of that.
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Advisor: We will begin with the 63rd year election nomination forms.
Can you guys hear me?
Open for ZP1 nomination.
There is still no form signed for ZP1. Any other? There is no one who had signed
any other nominations.
Alright, do you like to put something forward, regarding this?

ZP1: Not only me, whole zone 1 is not satisfied with both the nominations.

Advisor: If we close the nomination for ZP1. General Council, Zone, do you wish to express
anything (yes or no).

Z133: Can you please explain what will be the procedure if no one gets nominated.

Advisor: The choice consideration for ZP1 is under the president, any other doubts or you
wish to put anything else, shall we close this nomination?

Z116: Can we hear the agendas?

ZP1: We have discussed those agendas 6 hours back, I haven’t yet received any info
About that, but if you want then the election commission will be fine.

Advisor: It’s up to the election committee, we haven’t found any confidence.

Z122: If the things are like that, you appoint someone, and then deny the duty.

Advisor: Zone comes under HQ, the Treasurer and the Secretary takes care of that.
Any other clarification?
Shall we close it officially?
General Council of Zone 1?
It’s better you put it here, so we can suggest it directly.

Z158: Can we get an extension of one day?

Advisor: The only sign missing is of ZP, I don't know what you get with an extension of 1
the day after all the nominations we opened for talking.
Since ZP2 is not here, so the zone is under the President and the President can sign

*On behalf of ZP2.*

President: Another candidate because I haven’t signed because I had no time to interact
With them, so they can come forward to present their agendas.

Advisor: What is the General Council of Zone 2, do you express anything about this?

Z211: After the zonal round-up twice, we accepted the nomination.
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President: Again as the election committee permits both of them to present their agendas,
since I didn't sign any one of them, so please come forward.

Advisor: Do we take it as yes?
Please indicate what we can do?

Advisor: We decided that the President will sign on behalf of Zone 2. The nomination of
Priyal is accepted, then you can go out, you can't discuss here. Then-President
will decide to sign or not. You can go out.
The entire General Council is ok with it?

General Council - Zone 2 - It’s a yes.

Advisor: It is okay.

Z122: Can we open for a zero hour because we are sitting here for so far.

Advisor: We as the Executive Council, decided that the new president will be nominated,
we have a zonal round-up we will later decide the voting if both the forms get
accepted.

President: I am facing a similar issue with Zone 6 also, please hear it out.

Advisor: Okay, he is Okay, for Zone 6 here, since he didn’t get time, then they have to
present their agendas.
Fine, all the nominations will be informally heard by the President.

Both General Council of Zone 2 and Zone 6, are you okay with it?

*The informal discussions and then later the presentation of agendas*

02:15 Hrs

Advisor: All night you can have a quick Zonal round-ups - to check the nominations.

Z210: There is a slight confusion regarding both the zones.

Advisor: In the case of denomination if it is already accepted, then this happens at the
time of agenda presentation. After all the nomination he can give a voice
nomination.
We Will move forward for ZP-5, 63rd year.
Is there any nomination, Dinesh do you like to express anything?

ZP5: I have not received any satisfactory entry before the deadline. I gave them a
chance but didn’t find anything satisfactory so I didn’t sign any of them.
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Secretary: Dinesh one entry is submitted without your signature.

ZP5: They have not approached me at all.

Secretary: There is only one form of Z518.
I would like to ask the Usec of Z518 to explain General Council of Zone-5
anything about this

Z521: If you see in his form, Usec was nominated. And me, after he sent a mail to the
secretary, the issue was about what?
We will consider signing it, but even we are not aware that our names was put
forward.

Advisor: Ok, anyone else wants to say something?
So, shall I close the nomination officially for ZP5?
General Council of Zone 5, is it OK?

Z520: All the nomination form, just because the post is blank, Council thinks we should
close it.

Advisor: Me as an Advisor, will advise because it’s an amendment year, so try not to create
a vacant form.

Z535: If there is one more Zonal Roundup, we get one more nominee.

Advisor: That is what we are saying.

ZP5: Can, get some time just to think last time.

Advisor: Now, we will kove for post of Public Relations, is there any nominations ZP5
wants, the form doesn't have two ZP and one EC sign.

Public Relations: Dinesh approached me at last, request Executive Council to present and so if i
could give my word, because it’s an amendment year.

ZP1: Vinod would also like to have some time to stay here.

Secretary: Anyone in the General Council have any opinion about this?

*No Opinion*

President: This is not about Public Relations because it’s better to present because the
The Executive Council is a bus, again I request the Executive Council.
I will take observer issues to Zonal Round Ups, but I request those to come up.
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Advisor: We will now move for the 63rd year National President.
We as the Executive Council see what has to be done.
Nomination for National President for 63rd Year.

Vice President: Submitting his form for National President.

Advisor: The declaration form is not duly filled, so we request him to fill, the final form of
HOD is Ok, so we request him to submit it by tomorrow. Right now the form is
accepted.
Any other nomination for the post of National President for the 63rd year?
We will then close the nomination.

Zone 2, closed for nomination of ZP
Zone 5, closed for nomination of ZP
Zone 6, closed for nomination of ZP

Advisor: Candidates can meanwhile approach to National President for the post of Public
Relations.

Advisor: So, we will break for 30 minutes for the Zonal Round up.
Even Zone 1 can have a Zonal round up, or then the National President can
appoint a ZP.
This is a special case this year because the council is busy in hosting the
convention.
Now you can have your round ups.

04:08 Hrs

Advisor: President will appoint a outgoing USec directly as ZP, if not then that post will be
discussed in the next GBM.
Before the voting process starts for other posts.

ZP1: Discussion will be told to you before the election.

Advisor: ZP 2, the National President has to make a decision before the final call.

President: Me, Treasurer and Secretary heard both the nominations for ZP 2, the zone 2, I
thought something new would come but there is nothing like that.

Advisor: The form of Priyal Mehta is still counted. If Parshva Shah, signs the form then
that also will be scrutinised by the Executive Council.
For the post of ZP 3, there is one nomination and the agenda process will
happen and will get scrutinised by the Executive Council and General Council.

Advisor: I would like to ask ZP 5, amd will close the nominations now and President
can have the authority.
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ZP5: You can close the nominations for Zone 5.

Secretary: Zone 1 applied, the decision will be shown before the voting starts.

Advisor: For Zone 6, both the nominees got voice nominations. Executive Council, Zonal
Council, General Council decided that both have the opportunity to present the
agenda and get the voice nomination.

Advisor: For the post of Public Relations, same clause will be taken and the the decision
would be final.
For Vice President, the agenda was presented, it will be scrutinised by all the
council members. If General Council feels the nomination is not valid, then they
can be removed and the post will be vacant till next GBM. Same for President, all
the clauses will happen accordingly.

Advisor: The post is officially closed, the Secretary will absorb the post and act as
Secretary and President, and Treasurer will be Treasurer and Vice President as
follows.
No rapid actions are taken here, please give your views.
For President Simarjeet has presented.

President: Is everyone clear what the Advisor just said?

Secretary: No one for the post of ZP1, so it will be appointed by President, moving on to
ZP2, first and only Z214, Priyal Mehta, I invite her to present the agendas.

Z214: Agenda for ZP2

Agenda Starts

Advisor: So we will be hearing from Z217, Devraj, so you can say.

Z217: I am nominating Priyal Mehta as ZP2 of 63rd year.

Z217: She can do something regarding how to tackle the problem, she speaks in every
meeting.

Advisor: Does the General Council have any question regarding that?
It's open to the entire General Council.
We will ask the same to Executive Council and Zonal Council, Do you have any
questions?

Public Relations: The points you mention by justification is just basic Unit Secretary job role,
What’s more she has to be ZP, which is more?
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Advisor: You can address the question.

Z217: Are you going to answer?
ZP can be impeached.

Secretary: Anybody has a question?

Advisor: What do you think are the roles and responsibilities of ZP?

Z217: ZP should bridge the gap between association and the Unit Secretaries(Zones).

Advisor: You need to justify your signature.
Advisor: So far your justification is not satisfactory.

The Executive Council and Zonal Council you can also question, and together
you have the power to revoke the nomination.

Treasurer: I feel you don't understand the power and rules of zp2, I fell nomination should be
Revoked .

Z217: I never said that zp have to host the convention

President: I took wrong now

Z217: means he/she should uplift the zone as well as association and take both of them
Together

Zp3 : Now do you think she can bridge the gap?

president: Why are you people at the back leaving? (washroom )
You can not leave without permission

Z217: I think she is a responsible person as i observed

President: The zonal roundup I attended I got similar types of answers, do you think it's the
same for everyone? Yes or No?

Z217: Yes

President: So he said yes, meaning Z217 if they are responsible enough. That means he
could nominate anyone who is responsible?

ZP1 : That is your personal view. What is your professional view?

Z217: I talked to her, that she will bring the colleges back to the Association.

ZP1: So, her job role is that?
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President: Can you please state the statement she gave in the vision?

Z217: Working together and growing together.

President : On behalf of the EC, we are not satisfied by Z217.

ZP3: On behalf of ZC, we are not satisfied by Z217.

Advisor: We are now open to GC, you can put your opinion, if you are satisfied or not just
clarify. Because the EC and ZC, EC is not allowed to vote.

Z210: I personally say, during zonal roundups, I suggested, he said this because of his
personal relations.

President: I clarify during zonal roundups, i asked for personal opinion, but

Z211: The zonal roundup his statement was the same.

Secretary: Anyone else from the General Council?
I request Zone 2 General Council to take a unanimous decision.

Advisor: I talked to Z210 while acting as ZP2.

President: Zone can do.

_______ : As the entire zone we wish to revoke the nomination.

ZP2 : I personally feel that it should be revoked.
We move to second nomination Z224.

Secretary: Usec of Z224 is not here.
Z205 nomination Priyal Mehta for ZP2.

Z205: It is not only her agenda, first agenda. What I feel is she wants every
individual students to come together and improve the zone. Priyal is unbiased,
irrespective of college, she takes stand for what is required, so I nominate her.

Secretary: We are open for the Executive Council, General Council and Zonal Council to
ask questions to nominee.

Z210: Every student do the work, every student is paying for NASA, but not everyone is
participating.
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Secretary: What is the difference between her and you?

Z205: So she is covering the work of every student who is not working.

Secretary: I understood how she would make it.

Z205: We Unit Secretary take students to participation and any how they contribute to
the association.

Advisor: Secretary will read the justification.

ZP2: I have to go through it, hence I never signed. Priyal Mehta, she has great
communication power, she can take the post as Zonal President.

Advisor: This was sent by the President of ZP2, so it is open to the entire General Council
and also has the right to nominate them now.

Secretary: Right now we are focusing on the reason for nominating.

President: Statement of ZP2 ( Parshva),
Questions please.

Z521: I feel that the statement ZP2 gave is very similar, the statement is not matching
with her agenda at all.

President: Anybody from zone 2?

Advisor: So even the Executive Council feels the same, it's more on the basis of
friendship. We open again for the Executive Council, General Council and Zonal
Council.

Advisor: It's still open for questioning.

Z158: In that statement, she is responsible and good composition, to check that by
questioning only.

Advisor: We first go for nomination. First nomination and then agenda.

President: I have seen Parshva complaining about questions well, I think.

Secretary: ZP2 said he did not add anything to it.

President: I am saying this again, why he give a reason like this, I’m not satisfied from this
reasoning.
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Advisor: Still open for discussion.
We ask them to confirm the situation. After receiving the mail we got this open so
we are closing out.

President: Volunteers keep a check on the gate.

Z210: As explained through online mode by Parshva, there is no clarification.

Treasurer: Justification given by ZP2 is not respectively.

ZP1: I don't feel his nomination is good.

Public Relation: I have a point, Parshva still nominated you as he is equally responsible to do
that.
I think it's a take for good.

President: But it’s not a unanimous Justification.

Z205: I agree with Public Relation’s statement that he is also responsible for that.
So I feel he has potential.

Advisor: Please go to her form and read the agenda.

Secretary: What steps can be taken to provide accurate measures.

Three problems and questioned yourself. Summing up the agendas.
Observers become members, it’s not possible in your tenure, give an actual
situation for your zone.

ZP2(Acting): We like to work for trophies, how to move towards, talking about events and other
collaborations, we do not have that needs to be addressed publically, we have a
very tight academic schedule.

Treasurer: The Unit Designee’s are appointed after you zonals.

ZP2(Acting): The procedure of our college is different, we are trying.

Treasurer: Do you have any plans to resolve this, maybe you can appoint your Unit
Designee before the First Council Meet.

ZP2(Acting): Now I have no answer for that.

Secretary: We have a question from Module?

President: As mentioned, you say that your vision states more towards the post of Vice
President.
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Vision= (Achieve, Evolve and Sustain)

ZP2(Acting): But why are you more concerned about my zone, that’s my concern.

Advisor: Question from Executive Council, how many trophies should be there in Zonal
Council Meet?

ZP2(Acting): Reubens, one more design some kind of on the spot with two different colleges,
photography something.

Advisor: How many of you have attended this year's Zonal Council Meet?

ZP2(Acting): We could manage only three.

Advisor: Do you think Zonal Council Meet is necessary for a zone?

ZP2(Acting): At that level it is important, but it needs to be work out until or unless, don’t know
what is happening.

Secretary: Question related to driving force for your entire tenure.

ZP2(Acting): Yes I feel it would be enough, I am passionate about it, I am very sure.

Secretary: Parshva questions, please suggest a way to make the Unit Secretary more
accountable.

ZP2(Acting): There should be much more than attending a convention, in Zonal Council Meet
the Unit Secretary making more attending.

Secretary: You are saying giving proper attendance in Zonal Council Meet is enough to
make accountable.

ZP2: That would be enough.

Secretary: Do you have any other questions you will resolve at college level. Do you think it
will happen by a Unit Secretary.

ZP2(Acting): There are some issues of Head of Department, he have responsible enough to
react back.

Secretary: There is a difference between helping the Unit Secretary resolving a issue or
doing it by yourself.

Advisor: Everybody settle down.
You can take my question, is sharing knowledge without any repercussion You
are talking and revolving around the same thing what association is also doing?
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Secretary: My opinion is also similar, your understanding about association is limiting you.
The Executive Council is done with questioning or Executive Council, General
Council and the Zonal Council have any questions.

Advisor: We don’t find any description in this sign of the Head of Department. In
discrepancies in form? She has to get one Unit Secretary and the nomination
sign to get the post?
Only question.

Treasurer: My opinion is she has good knowledge and ideology of Parshva, she can be
good ZP2 for zone 2.

Secretary: I don’t agree with Ashwith.

President: Because it's an amendment year, you take less time to study what you are
capable of?

Advisor : You can get the rest .
We conclude the session over here.
We will start early around (9pm) right after the Battle of Bands.
That’s it, good night.

End of the Day

08:48 Hrs
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Day 3 February 09 - 10, 2020

11:00 Hrs

Advisor: Priyal Mehta you got the sign of president but not the sign of
member colleges USecs.

Advisor: GC would like to put something regarding this?

ZP1: I believe this is not his own personal decision.

Z214: It is my personal decision.

Z212: Because I nominate for the ZP not USec.

Advisor: I think you changed your opinion. It has to be your self-analysis.

Z212: I don’t know all necessary points but Priyal Malik does so I signed. In Zonal
roundup I.

Advisor: As the election comes, there is only one nominee so you talk about this only.

Z212: Yes I nominate.

President: On a great personal note, to the entire Z2, is a clear case of bullying. In one
previous zonal roundup the agenda was that it wasn't bullying rather a state of
confusion.

Z220: We are concerned as a zone, about his own opinion or not, we consistently
asked him to not go against the zone.

Z205: It was a case of peer pressure not bullying, he made his decisions today and
then signed.

Z202: I became Use without being UD, consequences and future charges. I am from
Member College. We as a zone is more trophy content being the voter of
association.

Secretary: As being appointed he is new USec that he wasn’t UD so he can’t take a decision
on his own. But because of the pressure of the zone he was shying back but now
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he says yes. Before announcing our decision we want to take stand of the
President as to why he signed the form?

President: So when, I saw the elective form of Priyal , I wanted to understand. I agree that
the agenda is weak but I saw understanding in it, so I gave the eligibility and this
is a gain, I thought, for the entire EC.

Advisor: One of the member colleges wants to make it valid, come to front and make it
valid.
We are opening for voice nomination.
You cannot sign.
Anybody coming forward to nominate Priyal Mehta in Z2, GC?
Acting ZP shall close the nomination.

Z112: He just said he doesn’t have enough experience to even become a USec.

Acting ZP2: I close the nomination. As there is no HC

Z116: This is just a suggestion. Because the 63rd year is an amendment year so think
before it's done.

Z112: I think you guys should go forward as this is an important year.

Z205: He striked of his sign because he,

Advisor: He himself accepted that he is not eligible to sign the form.

Secretary: So somebody who is that unstable, we cannot accept him as a signee.

President: Don’t drag it.

Advisor: Direct appointment of ZP can be done by the president.
For one last time, for Zone 2, shall we close the nominations? As the new ZP can
be selected from next GBM. So it's like selecting a ZP directly from UD. Please
think about it.
Can we close the nomination?
Do you have anything to say?
We are closing, the president can appoint the post in consultation of EC to
appoint someone directly at ZP2.

President: So under that clause, we do not want to do this, so we don’t want to proceed with
this.

Advisor: So the post is vacant till next GBM.

Secretary: Moving on to nomination for ZP3.

Z301: Aditya Jaiswal- Agenda
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Secretary: The form has been nominated by Z324, Amit Suthan, I would like to know the
reasoning for that.

Z324: My reason for nomination is based on my observation, according to me he is the
most active USec of Zone. According to his agenda, working in a small pocket
and the quality of work can be increased.

Secretary: I would like to open to the EC, ZC and GC for questioning.
Anyone from GC has any questions regarding that agenda.

Advisor: As he mentioned why he has only mentioned the group C is weak in zone.

President: In his form he said, he wants to increase the number of units in the zone. I want
to know your opinion on your agenda.
It is not something we are following for a long time, I want to know your opinion.
Why do you think it's necessary?

Z301: In our zone only 30 colleges were competing, the saturation level was reached
and not increasing. So if the number of units increases then competition will
increase and the performance will also increase.

President: To increase the competition why is it needed to increase the units? There are
many other options, like zonal competitions.
I think this reasoning doesn’t suffice.

Vice President: In your criterion statement it is motive.

Advisor: We will come to the agenda please wait. Any other questions?

Secretary: And Z310 second nomination, Komal Baheji.

Z310: He has been a very clear speaker and listener.

Secretary: Any questions to her from GC, EC and ZC?
I want to ask what does he mean by zonal integrity?

Z310: Because we have three different types of collages with different academic
schedules so we want to have the maximum participation.

Advisor: To solve this issue, what is that issue in the zone?
I want to know it from you.

Z310: Our council group.
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Public Relation: Repeat.

Z310: So the same problem, working as a city not as a zone. Unit Designee, Unit
Secretary.

President: Right now you want to say, there are 3 parts in zone, Unit Designee, Unit
secretary and the city.

Z310: As I said, not a Unit Secretary, Unit Designee of the same college, there needs to
be more participation, not these parts.

President: You are talking about those as a group.

Secretary: Anymore questions from the general Council.
ZP3 Ayushi Sawalka

ZP3: So the first point is, zone 3 lacks to have an opinion, he might not have a fairy
decisive opinion, but he has understanding and an active participation.
Even this is the point, he has a good understanding of court.

USec job roles, he completed them at a good pace, he had achieved the level of
understanding the job role of Unit Secretary.
It takes nothing to help the other colleges when we are having the discussion of
NASA day. He worked out the entire schedule of the city on NASA day. I agree it
needs refreshment, but this time of consideration he is aware of what he has to
do.

Secretary: Anybody wants to question her reasoning.

President: He continued for a few days.

ZP3: The zone was dead for two and a half months before precon, we couldn’t have
the proper discussion to have an idea of inter zonal activities about. And the
present of november-december, inter zone meets can also be done.

Secretary: Anybody else wants to question her.
Now we open for questioning on her from Executive Council, Zonal Council and
General Council.

Vice President: As per nowhere there was no group between Unit Secretary and Unit Designee,
so what.

Z301: To bridge the gap, there’s always a formal touch of interaction, no informal
working on informal interaction, what In one point. So the interaction part can be
included.

Z304: What can you do for interaction?
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Z301: Apart from zonal roundups, I have not formulated anything, but,

Z333: It's from the Unit Designee side, that your interaction wasn’t good, so how do you
counter it?

Z333: You didn’t interact with the whole town. Now you just started

Z301: No it’s not just because of.
Because next year is amendment year, so you have to be very specific.

ZP5: You previously mentioned, I want to know what you will do, you are just proposing
another meeting, I want to know your intention in other ways.

Z301: It was only to portray the professional part of me, they don’t know me, on a
informal level.
At present there will be zonal roundup to counter that.

Secretary: You are not ready to do what you want to do, that is what is missing in the
agenda. What you want to add.

Z301: Till you, there is nothing as such missing because they don’t know me personally,
they I only know how I work. That’s why.
Only the interaction part is between Unit Secretary and Unit Designee have to be
filled up.

Treasurer: It was asked to analyse, it’s just written here, what is already in the constitution.

Z301: The HQ, ZHQ And NIPC.

Advisor: Put both pros and cons of the administration structure.

Z301: The proper kind of..

Treasurer: You are saying to create sub HQ. Can you explain it?

Z301: This mentioning to create a single HQ not ZHQ, so association should still work
smoothly.

Secretary: Please specify the kind of emergency that hasn't happened in the last 62 year.

Z301: If the shifting of HQ, it stops the working of the association.

Secretary: Don’t you think creating a ZHQ, that will take more resources and waste of time.

Vice-President: Can you explain the job role of HQ and job role of national secretary.
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Z301: The job role of HQ is to keep the check on how the governing body is working. I
don't know the job role of secretary.

Vice-President: What do you think is the role of NASA HQ?

Vice-President: It is just a place according to you.

Z301: taking example of parliament.
He is one of the posts of the EC although i am not clear about this.

Treasurer: How do you think zonal exchange programmes can work?

Z301: Share of ideas between two zones, work exchange, trophies,

ZP5: Again coming back to the ZHQ, Can i know even if you remove all that. Can you
explain to me the job role of ZP?

Z301: He is the mediator between EC and GC, he is one responsible for bridging the
gap.

ZP1: Do you think there is a trust issue between Z3 and council?
What do you think you should do if you are ZP3?

Z301: Transparency between the associations.

01:35 Hrs

Advisor: Do you think your zone has experienced trust issues.

ZP1 : Do you think the previous council was biased?

Z301: The work we put out there wasn’t at a satisfactory level.

Advisor: Do you guys agree with him?

Z3 GC: No.

Advisor: You put your personal opinion raising the trust issue, on a GBM and you are into
it.
It is a trust issue with you or GC or just a statement?
This statement is completely invalid.

Secretary: I want to ask about your driving force.

Z301: In our college in the first year we don't know much about the association.
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Secretary: For the last 43 years, their promises are false, so how are you going to do it?

Z301: Talking about Z3 only, the schedule about those universities;

Secretary: I think this year also Z2, Z3 trying to make a zonal convention happen but
why didn't it work?

Z301: Why was the informal zonal not there?
Being about only Z3, there was no particular slots was

ZP3: The reasons were discussed by us on whatsapp.

Secretary: If you are not ready to even know the problems then how will you solve?
You are talking about architecture but you only stated things directly from
the constitution.
You have no long term goals for association most of your agenda is

ZP1: One point must for your terms

Z301: Inter zonal activities other than conventions and meets.

ZP1: What are the top priorities you think?
To coordinate all activities in the zone. Why does event come as top priority?
Last vision, mission. The unit in the zone.

Z301: Amongst the zone.

President: I don't see it as some sort of conclusion.
There are too many points.

Advisor: We EC, form is valid, nomination accepted. We just question his knowledge
and understanding is less. We are just putting our opinion.
You are a good candidate but knowledge is less.

Secretary: You did not mention any plans in the agenda and any special.

Advisor: Shall we close this? We are not satisfied.
Any questions?
Or we close it.

Public Relations: If he could handle the stress, how he could handle the situation and take
the right decisions.

Advisor: Anyone from ZC? Anyone from GC?
Do you have anything to put forth?
You guys want to put something forward or just move on?
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The GC have no opinion,EC is done so ZC

Advisor: No, no just your opinion. You had enough time.
Take a decision, we already interpreted it.
Please put forward your opinion.
Shall we close this?

ZP3: On behalf of ZC, he has confidence but not the knowledge and understanding.

Advisor: Shall we close it officially?
We close the nomination.
Move to ZP4 nomination.

Z421: Agenda

ZP1: vision not agenda

Z403: I have read the agenda but need to check on it. Well she says 61 and 62 year
there were changes,she wants to make them rigid. Prevention to make sure
positive changes remain.

Advisor: Anyone?
We will move on to the next nomination.

Z404: Vedant Divyank

Advisor: We hear from ZP4.

ZP4: I have nominated, I have seen him as UD and USec.

Advisor: Any questions?

ZP1: Please can you tell me more about the agenda?

ZP4: She accepted the changes; some changes were not welcome and accepted by
everyone.

Advisor: Any more questions? Any nomination?
Now we are opening for voice nomination.

Z423: She is one of the active members and authoritative also. She takes care of
the interactions conference calls.

Advisor: Any questions?

President: I have a question for ZP4, the article changes suggested by her, i would like to
know your overall view.
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ZP4: First she talked about the article and if a UD doesn't become a USec in
amendment year.
Then the whole term they face a consequence.

President: Is there a difference?

ZP4: It was a thing in my case.

Advisor: GC any questions?
Okay we accept the nomination.

ZP1: What do you think is the brand value of NASA India? Could you please explain
this?

Z421: It's like many colleges don't get the time to participate in workshops.

ZP1: I cannot understand your statement.

Z421: I try to portray the learning part.

Advisor: Any questions? Open to the entire GC, ZC and EC.

Vice President: One thing, your zone has majority colleges of founder ore.
Both colleges are here in comparison and now also. Do you think pride
of colleges come between the pride of delegates or

Public Relations: Your top priority is to outreach the voice of students.

Z421: It's basically one portal.

Z421: The fraternity of the vision.

ZP1: Please explain point 1 of your vision, to enhance the value of NASA India.

Z421: Still we don't know the importance of education, people select it randomly as their
problem in profession.

ZP1: Enhance the education in NASA India.

Treasurer: Why ZP and no other position?

Z421: I would like to take proper initiative for my zone because next year is amendment
year.

Secretary: Any more questions from ZC and GC?
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Our association is trying for a future without convention.

Advisor: We never had a vision of removing the convention.

Z421: Since colleges increase so the convention can be taken in different ways.

Advisor: UD term to increase for 2 years.

Z421: UD promoted to USec, but has to be properly scrutinized.

Advisor: What do you see as your driving force?
What if the zone becomes inactive or ZP becomes inactive?

Secretary: What if you are selected as ZP4 but you are not able to do something?

Z421: There are quite many initiatives taken.

Advisor: Any more questions GC, ZC and EC?
Form agenda is good, but she doesn't have knowledge of association, but

Secretary: There is nothing related to amendment year also.

Advisor: Shall we close the nomination?
We accept the nomination.

Break

3:26

Z609: Agenda ( Ayush Bipin)

Z611: Arijit Debroy ( nominee 1)

Z611: I am nominating Ayush, i really observe the voice of our zone and other is
procrastination in submission of subscription fee 1) constitution
2) collaborative team effort.
3)Conducted a talk series(mantra)
4) positive and negative issues( analyse and convert them)
5)Promoting more interaction between states of Zone6.

Advisor: Any questions- EC, ZC and GC?

President: Zone 6 too has major issues, they are not able to voice the issue. Why do you think
ZP has to do it?

Z611: Because USecs don't have proper knowledge of the constitution. Something
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to understand the constitution.

President: Nomination for ZP6, why this point? What role is the ZP playing to USec?
Understand the constitution.

Z611: ZP ensures this has to happen then the association knows.

Secretary: Anyone else?

Advisor: As per your statement, Ayush knows much about the constitution and he can
convey that to the USec. What is the difference between he ensures and what
he know? You gave 5 justifications but all are the same.

Z611: I nominated because our zone needs a foundation.

President: The basics could be delivered better by Ayush.

Advisor: Whatever. You say he knows more about the association and constitution.
Any questions?

Z612: Harish
I am nominating him because his agenda is fully grounded, his plans are google
classes,
Inter zonal roundups because of lack of competition.

Treasurer: Explain one or two points.

Z612: a) good communication
b) subscription fee
c) approachable

Advisor: Anyone?

Treasurer: Can you explain his vision statement?

Z612: To stabilize zone 6, he has to communicate with EC and GC zone 6.

Advisor: More questions from GC, EC and ZC?
Why does zone 6 need communication?

Advisor: Done with justification?
It is an individual problem, I don't see communication is an issue which needs to
be stabilised.

President: This is also the entire EC. ZP6 is not here to spoon-feed you.

Advisor: Adding more to that, because he is your remainder, so you are nominating him.
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Z612: He gives ideas also.

Advisor: You guys don't see mails and don't reply and blame, so if

Z611: I think you put his point in the wrong manner. So it's like if I had an issue if ZP can
do something for it, fine, otherwise he can bridge the gap between GC zone 6
and EC.

President: I do not agree, but Ayush is for that, he gave better info. Is this what the part of
zonal president means to you?This is for the entire GC6.

Advisor: Both the nominations are like it's just common;

President: Google, but i am trying to get the things out of you.

Advisor: Same from me. Any issues?
I am not satisfied with the justification.

President: Because people who nominate are just talking about two points.

Treasurer: I think you both don't understand the situation.

Advisor: GC anybody?

President: I like your opinion.

Z611: come, subscription fee but with more details.

Public Relations: So you are saying USec cannot explain about NASA, ZP have to do this for
all units?

Advisor: Last statement please.

President: Just to clarify, you signed his form please justify it.

Advisor: Move to his agenda, any questions from EC, ZC and GC?

ZP1: What is the brand value of NASA India?

Z612: It's not reaching everyone, people don't know about the association.

Advisor: We are asking what is brand value for you?

Z612: Brand value of association is very high for the students.

Advisor: Precision?
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President: What is brand value for you?

Z612: Exposure

ZP1: Standing for ZP, but only one word. Subscription fee, response,

ZP4: Explain the vision statement.

Z612: One of the core problems, USec are not properly connected.

President: Why? ZP takes responsibility for all the USecs.

ZP1: What is GC according to you?

Z612: USec, UD and entire students.

ZP5: We will consider it.

Z612: Yes the responsibility is missing that is my agenda, how

ZP1: Unprofessional behaviour.
This is required but not validated.

Public relation: Please share the common gap.

___: Right now, we don’t have a ZP for a amount of ___

____: The General Council doesn't directly go to GC.

____: They are at high portion, how can any one talk both

President: Right now it is like more ZP and the fear will be gone when they directly
contact the Executive Council.

Z612: Long term policies, it’s a long term vision.

Public Relation: It’s all that.

Z612: They could accept that.

Public Relation: Stability is what.
Only GC, EC and ZC and anything calling for students of architecture.

President: Don’t draw.
The Unit Secretary is strong in terms of what?
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Vice-president: Do you think they need to

President: The entire General Council, what you have pictured it will from many things but it
If you could have shown the

Z520:

Advisor: There were a lot of things happened, why didn’t you approached Executive
Council, to get things done.

Z612: We weren’t aware and mistakes were done. After knowing the truth,

President: They showed a good unity, try to solve the lot

Z524: This can be done

Z612: We tried to contact the ZP, but we didn't know he was under suspension.

Advisor: Any more questions?
We now get questions from the Executive Council.

Vice-President: There is a Unit Secretary carrying to take the proceedings.
Unit Secretary, don’t know how to put their points forward.

Advisor: Anybody

Advisor: You have a lack of understanding, you have great potential, thinking of
something.

Z162 you just quoted the on

4:36

Secretary: You need to be on a post to do anything else you can’t do anything.

Advisor: colleges need to be give orientation to Unit Secretary, what is the difference you
gonna make.

Z612:

Z613: So I nominate Aniruddh, he is a person responsible, hardworking fighter, personal
agenda is needed for our zone but also a vision or ideas. I liked his ideas and
promotions.

Secretary: Anybody?

President: Can you elaborate on his agenda’s points?
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Z673: It is not a job role exactly, but he had an idea to help both the General Council
and Zonal Council in accordance with each other, he proposed an idea of
documentary thing taking data from web directories, setting up a team to
broadcast.

Secretary: Will this data be for only your zone.

Z673: I know it’s not zone level but I like the idea.

President: Do you think this idea is for ZP?

Z673: No.

Treasurer: If you don’t think so then why?

Z673: In all years ZP has had the same ideas, there is no change, but his agenda is
totally new for us.

Treasurer: He has a new type of agenda, so you have nominated anyone who have a
different type of agenda.

Z673: Yes.

Advisor: Anymore? From EC, GC or ZC.

Secretary: Can you tell me in a one way Aniruddh can be beneficial for Zone 6.

Z673: I feel like empowering Unit Secretary to

Secretary: What do you mean by empowering the Unit Secretary.

Z673: Only a few people will talk in meetings, so he will push everyone to participate.

Secretary: So do other ZP don’t do that?
Is it something different?

Advisor: Justification is very similar to the law.

President: Question to the entire ZC, what or who empowers the Unit Secretary and Unit
Designee?

Aniruddh: He takes the rest.

President: What empowers him, the whole GC can answer.

President: Where are the powers and responses?
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Z620: Them being elected as Unit Secretary is the power.

President: What or who is NASA empowers the Unit Secretary in
The both the answers are after the acception of power of

Z520: The cons of NASA India.

President: Yes, clear to all, the court gives you the power.

Advisor: To add up what he said, he kind of focuses only students of architecture, you are
completely ignoring the event issues. None of the agenda is related to students of
architecture. None of the agenda.

05:42 Hrs

____: He could start now and go upto a certain point, he actually included the students
too, not very active, is also the unit responsibility. When people are expose more
to NASA, In his agenda, his internship thing, after. They come back and give to
people to send a set of people, I give to NASA that’s how I nominated him.

Secretary: Open questions to GC, EC and ZC.

President: Do you agree with all the points of the agenda?

Z__ : It is a mission that could be achieved.
He told me that he made certain mistakes.

Treasurer: Tell one point out of the agenda, that tells the job role.

____: Having a strong bond is something a ZP should

Treasurer: There’s no point in enrolling a Unit Secretary.

Secretary: Anyways empowering Unit Secretary is not a job role of ZP
Unite exchange.

Secretary: Which of his agenda points match the court article of the job role of ZP.

Secretary: Moving on, anybody have any questions?

Advisor: Do you went through his agenda what do you think is the purpose, I don’t know he
will succeed.

Advisor: Is it good or bad?
He was not sure.
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Advisor: Anything else.
Entire presentation of the form is writing anything down, you are saying.

_____: He doesn’t give up what he says.

Advisor: To write the form, that form put in very lethargic way, lot of things, this show the
respect and attitude for association.

President: Just let him say.

___: I could have written in very

Advisor: I am not talking about the color of pen and I’m not commenting on handwriting.
I’m sure about everything I have said.

Advisor: You are submitting a form, will you do the same?
I personally believe, contact speaks.

Advisor: If you do the same for any other good. This question is for both the candidates
and nominee. I think they do look at the eligibility first.

Advisor: How the credibility of association is less than anything.
Even I’m saying that is not a issue

President: Is there any

____: I could have done that.

Advisor: The nominees there is also for you why should we accept it, you have been
through the form, because this is how you look at the association.
You guys keep doing this kind of

Secretary: I agree that contact matters, but this is not a paper for design, this is a separate
document.

President: Do the people who signed wanna say something regarding this.

Secretary: More to this? Regarding form and agenda from the GC, EC and ZC.

President: Please elaborate if you stand.

____: This form shows how strong

Secretary: How can you be a unit secretary, standing for the position of unit secretary.

President: Please you are trying to say, you are not getting your power.
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_____: It took my tenure to understand the needful .

President: Correct me, you took your entire tenure to learn the powers.

Treasurer: How can you be sure, this can’t happen with your ZP post.

_____: Now I understand how to tackle it.

President: You purely understand the power and job role of ZP.

President: How many times ZP has to meet the Unit secretary?

ZP1: Critically maybe the form you have written, a student could have written the way
you have written.

ZP4: Can you please explore your driving force for the term.

____: This current tenure, what we expect for the ZP, believe the

Treasurer: Do you feel like your agenda is related to ZP.

____: I believe yes, situation is it is important to venture out to understand the blame of
students to save the zone and understand what NASA can do.

ZP5: Your vision statement is GC- full power, till when do you want to take this?
What is your take on it.

_____: How this is not the job role of ZP, it is that the job role of Unit secretary, that will
not provide the job role of unit secretary, empowering the unit secretary.

ZP5: Till when does this empowering work.

___: Video series, Internship forum and Internet.
It’s very simple for a unit secretary to decide what all entries is done by working
with interns. It’s a basic job but output of this.

ZP5: Till when are you gonna continue this.

___: Right after the tenure starts.

ZP5: Nothing matching with what was told supporting students was it didn’t relate to
the agenda.

ZP1: How many students filled in the form for an internship.
I can make this happen.
You want to unit secretary enforce it develop strategies mean what,
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___: I wanted to clarify the job role of ZP.
Everything in it.

President: I want to know your analytical points as per the constitution.
I want to know your perspective.

___: I believe in HQ is a useful entity that help us to keep all the things at a right
position.

President: Persons and duties tell me all the clauses here, do you really think some points
you want to make it?

___: To be added, the ZP has no power, GC has the most power.

President: The zonal president is responsible for the new

ZP1: When we are going to a new year, we are going to establish the whole year. I feel
like you will play with it and the 62th year started.
It should be more than that you want to do all old things but focusing more
On correcting, I believe in more than that.

*Further Discussions takes place*

10:50 Hrs

Advisor: Alright the form will be duly signed and attached by the HOD. Since the sign is
there we will accept the nomination for now.

ZP5: Good morning everyone, I will start with basic job roles of the Public Relations
which according to the constitution which has only two points, one is to handle all
the collaborations, and to maintain communication internally as well as externally

of the association.
Explains the job roles of PR
PR initiates things.
Presents the Agenda

Advisor: Now we will start with the nominations separately.
We will start with Z620

Z620: I nominated Dinesh for the post of Public Relations as i have known him
personally and he handles the roles very effectively and was a constant support
when he came to the Zonal convention of Zone 6. Talking about the agenda he
has something very achievable, and which is the necessity at this time and which
can be done.
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Advisor: Any questions, GC, EC?
No questions?
General Council

Z___: What is the job role of PR which has been done by PR since the past 4 years?

Z620: Are you asking out of the Constitution?

Z___: Yes

Z620: Helping out the Zonal Convention.

____: Other than the constitution?

Z620: Helping out on the website and handling social media.

Advisor: My question to the nominee.
What do you think are the kinds of collaborations PR brings to the council
members, he has to deal with all the collaborations or is it just the trophy related
collaborations?

Z620: When it comes to the collaborations he takes cares of the collaborations related
to trophies as well as the other collaborations which benefits the students body.

Advisor: No questions?
Second nominee Z432.

Z432: PR is the face of the association throughout the year, he has all the agenda
catering to the need. And the second point is that he has been a part of NASA
since past 3 years, he is the right person to portray what NASA India is right now
to all the society.

Advisor: Any Questions?
My Question is regarding the knowledge towards the post?

Z432: That's what i said that he has covered major points in the agenda regarding the
job roles. Regarding the site visits thing i like having it two times, it will be better for
the college also and towards the association.

Advisor: Any Questions?

President: Do you think so that NASA should be going out, according to his agenda?

Z432: Yes i think so.I think we should move out and look for sponsorships till it's helping
us.
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Advisor: Any Questions?

____: What do you think the current scenario of NASA is among the people?

Z432: If we call out the students their general response unfortunately will be about the
conventions, trophies related stuff only.

Advisor: Okay no more questions?
We will move forward to the nominations from Zonal Council. We have ZP1
nominating him.

ZP1: The major reason of nominating was that he has been in the council for this year
as ZP5 and knows the proceedings, so he can start working from the starting
rather taking time to understand the things.
The only negative thing i feel is, whatever work is given he conceives the things at
the last moment and does it in stress.
Coming to the form, his basic understanding of the association and the
administration is clear, yet his agenda talks about the basics about PR.
Discusses about his agendas.

Advisor: Any questions ZC, EC and GC?
My question to Akshat is what can be his priority as PR?

ZP1: Curating the association.

Advisor: We will move on to the next nomination from Ritik.

ZP4: Gives the reasoning for the nomination.

Secretary: Talking about these 5 points, we can think of changing the job roles of PR in this
amendment year.

Advisor: Okay now both the nominations have spoken about their views, now i would like
to ask your view on the post of Public Relations.

ZP1: For me it the post through which any information going out of the association is
handled, as well as the working of the association should be handled.

Advisor: We will have the opinion of Simar, the current national Vice President.
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VP: Due to bad administrative structure, the corrections are not done properly. The
duties have to be shared throughout the council. Currently the PR is handling the
external communications, the lack of experience that has been there, the PR
needs to have more information. Rather the Secretary and President having
more experience and knowledge should try to control the external
communications. I don't how much post of PR is required at the later stage,
but at this time i don't think what actual PR does is being carried out.

Secretary: We can't shift the roles of VP to PR as VP is already handling a lot of work. So
you need to justify.

VP: Gives justification of his suggestion.
The publications also have to be shifted and the job roles should be revised.

PR: PR is portraying whatever the association is doing to bring it on the public
platforms.

Advisor: Now we will go to the next nominee, Ashwith Koyalla, National Treasurer.

Treasurer: Gives the reason for the nomination.
He has good understanding of the association and knows the job roles of the
Public Relations. He can handle most of the proceedings in the amendment year
as he has a good understanding of the association. Still i am not satisfied with his
agenda but he can handle the post effectively.

PR: *Explains his point.*

President: We are thinking to dissolve this post because from the past 3-4 years the job
roles of the post have not come out effective for the association. What a PR does

in the other associations is much broader, but we cannot have a person not
knowing much about the association should represent the association externally.

So what would you do, like redefine this or dissolve this post.

ZP5: No i would look for the job roles of other associations PR roles and maybe ask the
legal advisor to understand the job role of the PR as PR is the face of the
association which passes on information on the public platforms, all these things
has to be added.

Advisor: Moving on, now we will hear the agendas of Manogna Malempati, contesting for
the post of National Vice President.
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Z520: Good Morning everyone, i am Manogna Usec of Z520, I will start with my vision
statement.

*Explains her vision statement and Agendas.*

Advisor: Z634, can you please elaborate why you have nominated Manogna?

Z634: Through her tenure at Usec, I have seen her take new initiatives. This exhibits the
leadership skills and the ability to make things happen.
Secondly i think her agenda strongly supports the need of the hour to connect to
the students. She also understands the role of the VP and knows about the
association very well.

Advisor: Any questions from GC, EC and ZC?
Any questions to Aniruth?
Article 10, she has mentioned about giving powers to ZP’s to start a initiative,
What do you say in this as you are also standing for the post of Zonal President?

Z634: I think it's a good initiative.

Advisor: why is it that it should be made a compulsion, every Usec has to think for the
betterment.

ZP1: the Usecs they know about the posts of EC as mentioned in the Constitution. But
actually the job role is much diversified, and one person has to handle varying
kinds of work throughout. She should be aware that what does the person in
Zonal Council does.

ZP4: The job role of the ZP as mentioned in the constitution, generally this is what the
Usec’s know but i understand that there is a much wider area of work which is to
be done.

ZP3: I think there is a lack of knowledge about the Zonal Council post and the Usecs
are not really aware of the job roles and other works.

ZP4: Lack of knowledge is a strong statement to which I agree, it is not properly
formed.

____: See whatever is mentioned in the form is just the suggestions, and it is not like it
will be added in the constitution, for this point making it a compulsion, I don't think
that will work.
Demands can't be put into the constitution.

Advisor: They disagreed that it should be made compulsory, any suggestions to Manogna?

Z634: Justifies the point.
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Advisor: Any more questions to him, from GC?

Secretary: The next Usec who nominated her is Priyal from Z214.

Advisor: The next nominee is Priyal Mehta Z214.

Z214: One of the main things I liked as an initiative was taking a step forward towards
the research cell. This thing could be brought forward. She tends to bring the best
in the website which could prove to be very beneficial in the coming years. If
research cell also comes up in the website then the students will be looking
towards the website apart from the trophies and other stuff. This module will
become a knowledge base for the students.
Apart from that I know her personally and whatever the points she has specified
she will fulfil. If it's correct she is speaking and if it's not then she does not speak.

Advisor: Any questions to Priyal Mehta, the nominee, GC, EC, ZC?

Secretary: You talked about research cell initiative which talked about resources in our
website but don't you think the online library is already there. Research cell also
being the initiative which has already been started.

Z214: In her vision statement, having website not only as a platform but to have it as a
knowledge base also. Research cell was proposed to add those things, but if it is
little more than the students will be more students. Other informations can also be
put up.

*Discusses further about her vision and agenda*

Z520: I was thinking about the minutes to get uploaded on the website faster and I have
talked to Ashwith also. I think we can figure out a way to let this happen at a
quicker pace.

Advisor: Headquarters, you guys want to say anything?
Manogna, can you suggest some measures for minutes?

Z520: I know that the people outside of EC and GC are not allowed but I was thinking
that the people who know shorthand or something like that can attend the
meetings and write minutes. Because we have already tried out other things but
the approach is not accurate.

Secretary: The main intent of having such a document is that TD gets to know about the
association and its working and then he can take up the other posts quite
effectively.

Z520: Yeah we have had discussions about this in FCM also, that the minutes may be
released as soon as the meeting gets over so that everyone can review and the
process gets faster.
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President: What do you think is the intent of having TD?

Z520: The post of TD does not suggest this work but as Abid said, that TD gets to know
about the workings of the association, it's quite acceptable and justifies.

President: Writing minutes justifies then the learning of the association and the proceedings
of the meetings.

Z520: Not 100%, but yeah 60-70%.

Treasurer: Don't you think about any other practical or feasible approach so that the minutes
can be done faster and TD also gets to understand.

Advisor: Also not only TD is only responsible, the whole council has to go through and verify
the minutes and release it to GC.

Z520: Answering to Ashwith about other methods, like Usec and UD’s attend the
meeting and they are also aware of the association, so maybe the TD can attend
all the meetings and can assist in getting the minutes done.

President: How do we ensure that the minutes come?

Z520: As I was suggesting probably get a person who knows shorthand can write
minutes. That would be an easier way to do it.

Secretary: I don't think the point of learning here will be the same, if you just attended the
meetings because he is also not allowed to speak in the meeting. Just attending
the meeting gets boring.

Treasurer: AT the time of meeting he doesn't get to understand all the things, but he has to
go through the minutes 5-6 time to verify, in that way he gets to understand
completely.

Advisor: What actions can be taken if the minutes are not submitted?

Z520: Reimbursements can be put on hold.

Secretary: That doesn't solve much of an issue, as someone who is having very less amount of
reimbursements.

Z520: I think while taking up the posts it is his/her duty to get the minutes done, so he
should be responsible just like the other posts in the council.

Secretary: Reimbursements are not a proper solution.
Not just TD but for all the council members reimbursement does not solve the issue.
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Advisor: Because in the constitution it is written at various places that the reimbursements
will be put on hold, but it is not effective.

Z520: I would like to add on to this, that this is something that is been voluntarily done by
the students, so.

Advisor: Ok, so this is all that you have to say.
Fine, any more questions?
Ok.

End of Discussion on the agendas presented by the Unit Secretaries for standing on the various
posts in the Executive Council and Zonal Council.

Election Takes place and the results are compiled and the result is then declared.

---------------------------------END OF ANC GBM---------------------------------------
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